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Data Discovery Made Easy
What if you could access and see SIX data in one place?
SIX Flex gives you a new way to experience the leading
global reference and regulatory data from SIX.
The delivery platform is designed to allow for easy
procurement, interpretation and day-to-day working
with financial information.
Our data has never been so easy to discover, order
and consume.

Simply Access and Manage
Just the Data You Need
Select Your Data Flexibly
What if you could pick and pay for the data you need?
SIX Flex allows clients to define their data consumption
from among SIX premium data sources.
With a new, easy-to-integrate application, you can subscribe to data, define the delivery interval and analyze
your data consumption and activities.

Pay for Relevant Content Only
Packages have been designed to make the selection
process easy and reduce the need for lengthy business
analysis tasks.
Designed to meet the needs of everyday business activities, each package comes pre-loaded with all the data
fields necessary for processing.

Remain in Control
Your SIX Flex Administrator (e. g. procurement officer,
head of market data) will be able to decide which content
packages are to be activated for use by other internal
SIX Flex users.

Understand the Data you Get
Our intuitive dictionary provides descriptions for each
available field, to inform you about the peculiarities and
conventions used so you can ascertain your needs will be
covered before ordering new content.

Rely on Advantageous Counters
Whilst multiple users may create different subscriptions
that include the same instruments SIX Flex will only
count them once.
Where different content packages were requested for a
same instrument, SIX Flex will automatically calculate the
most advantageous commercial combination.

Trace Internal Usage
An activity-log tells you which subscriptions were scheduled when and by whom, allowing you to unequivocally
assign and spread data-related costs within your organization.

Key Benefits
–
–
–
–
–
–

Ease of integration
Reduced cost of ownership
Increased productivity through self-service functionality
Support for data governance
Enhanced business analysis capability
Automated data supplier reporting

SIX Flex® Delivery

Innovative Way to
Consume Data
Easily Ingest your Data
Using CSV flat file delivery, data integration costs will be
kept at a minimum, whilst providing you with immediat
access to the most recent additions triggered by regulatory and other market changes.

Define your Collection Preferences
Whether your wish to schedule file delivery once or
several times a day, you can choose to fetch your files
from a FTP-folder or download them through the user
interface.

Adapt Formats to your Needs
Define the fields you wish to preserve or drop, name and
order them as you wish.

Receive your Data Securely
Automate your integration process by subscribing to
your requested data universe and retrieving your data
via secure FTP.

What You See Is What You Get
Use Microsoft Excel’s rich feature set to visualize data
deliveries, sort data and search for specific elements.

Remain on Top of Planned Changes
Published technical policies describing time to market
rules for additions and changes, as well as specific data
integration techniques will provide you with ample time
to schedule those changes you wish to integrate, and
otherwise shield you from undesirable business interruptions.
Receive Relevant Notifications
Benefit from fully-integrated electronic communication channel: whether you are concerned by commercial, product or technical changes, remain informed at
all times about changes that are relevant to your use of
the product.

Confidently Monitor Your Service
A dashboard showing all scheduled subscriptions and
deliveries allows you to monitor operations. You can also
be notified about any anomalies.
Operate on Any Device Type
You can setup your subscriptions in the office on a
Windows or macOS machine, and remain informed about
the status by consulting the service on your mobile phone
or a tablet, whether iOS or Android-based.

SIX Flex® Display

Efficient Means to
Explore Data
One Display License Included
Discover the SIX Flex Display experience for free as part
of your SIX Flex Delivery Service.
Find Your Data
Identify the instrument or company you are looking for
in a few keystrokes, leveraging the powerful built-in
search of SIX Flex.
Ease of Visualization
Navigate seamlessly through the content of SIX and
visualize the data that is relevant to you thanks to well
defined data classification and relationships. Create
shortcuts to your favorite content displays.

Understand quickly even the most complex data like
MiFID II Target market, or voluntary Corporate Actions
with complex, nested choices.
Only Pay for What You Need
Access core reference, cross-reference or pricing data as
part of the base license, and order Corporate Actions or
Regulatory Data content packages only if you need them.
Use Across All Devices Types
You can view the SIX Flex data on any Windows or macOS
machine, and even on your mobile phone or a tablet,
whether iOS or Android-based.
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